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This booklet explores fundamental, soul-searching questions in a suite of 4 discourses via M. R.
Bawa Muhaiyaddeen (Ral.). the 1st talk, "A gain to All," describes the exalted characteristics
with which we should always behavior our lives, and how during which The Wisdom of Man we
must always supply all accountability to God, remembering Him with each breath.The moment
talk, "The mild of the Prophets," speaks concerning the everlasting nature of the prophets, who
exist because the gentle of faith, and likewise addresses the necessity to research from a
teacher, or Sheikh. The 3rd speak explains that the exterior international is known as a mirrored
image of what lies inside of man's personal heart. And the forth speak solutions the basic
questions "Who am I?" "Why have I come to this world?" and "What is the ability referred to as
God?"
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